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In nature and society, most of competitions take place on the boundaries among a group of domains
where different individuals or colonies share common resources; therefore, it is widely believed that
domain boundaries play important roles in the evolution of many complex systems. Here, we first
give a definition for multiorder boundaries among discrete domains and then propose a general
method to calculate their relative fractal dimension, i.e., the ratio of the fractal dimension of the
boundaries versus that of the domains themselves. Through analyzing three types of real-world
discrete domains, several interesting results are revealed. For example, the limitation on the number
of domains that an individual can join in may produce longer boundaries indicating more cruel
competitions among the domains. Besides, the individuals with more social links are always con-
sidered more important in social networks, and it is found that these individuals as valuable re-
sources of social domains are always centralized on the boundaries of higher order.
© 2010 American Institute of Physics. #doi:10.1063/1.3369967$

It is widely believed that boundaries play the most impor-
tant role in the interactions among different domains;
therefore, in the literature, numerous methods have been
proposed to calculate the fractal dimension of the bound-
aries. However, in many cases, discrete domains as well
as their boundaries are simply considered zero-
dimensional and thus are always neglected, i.e., most of
the existent methods lose their effects to differentiate dis-
crete systems (nowadays, most of them are described by
domain-resource bipartite networks) by measuring their
boundaries. In order to fill this gap and provide a method
to measure the interior competition of different discrete
systems, here, we first give a definition for multiorder
boundaries among discrete domains and then propose a
general method to calculate their relative fractal dimen-
sion. The obtained fractal property can help better un-
derstand the formation of the discrete domains in com-
plex networks. For instance, it is found that the length of
the boundaries among social discrete domains may in-
crease if an artificial or natural limitation is imposed that
an individual can only join in a small fixed number of
domains. Besides, in social networks, the individuals with
more social links are always considered more important,
and it is revealed that most of these “valuable resources”
are centralized on the boundaries of high order, which is
quite natural because valuable resources are always the
focus of the competition.

I. INTRODUCTION

A physical domain always means a group of resources
someone possesses. For species, such resources may be ter-
ritory defined as a geographic area they lived in,1,2 which is

further hierarchically administrated by human being, named
by country, province, and so on; for companies, the resources
may be materials, suppliers, and customers;3 for producing
tasks, the resources may be machines and operators;4 for
travelers, the resources may be roads and public vehicle;5 for
diseases,6 the resources may be genes in organisms; even
books or movies7–9 have their resources such as readers or
audiences. Such examples are too numerous to mention one
by one. In fact, as a significant character of the civilization,
human beings, rather than materials, as resources play more
and more important roles in today’s society, especially when
the modern Internet technology, i.e., Web 2.0, makes the
mass collaboration possible and frequent,10 the success of
Linux and Wiki can tell the truth. Most of these examples are
about discrete domains in which the resources are numer-
able, and such discrete domains are the main objects studied
in the present paper.

Where there are resources, there are competitions and
even wars,11–13 and most of which occur on the boundaries
!overlaps" where different individuals or colonies share com-
mon resources.14–16 For example, the competition is always
much more fierce among the companies in the same industry
or the books on the same topic because they share the most
common resources, i.e., similar materials, suppliers, custom-
ers, readers, and so on. Travelers with close place of depar-
ture and destination may compete for effective roads, which
sometimes causes traffic jams. More impressively, in the his-
tory of humanity, most of wars were originated from local
conflicts near boundaries and ended with redrawing
them.17,18 In fact, such border effect has already been
adopted to model the evolution of countries so as to explain
several country-related properties, such as power-law war
size distribution19 and fractal country borderlines.20 Re-
cently, the similar nearby competition mechanism was also
adopted to model the evolution of complex networks,21,22
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where neighbored individuals compete with each other and
the losers release a part of their resources to the winners.

Thus it can be seen that measuring the boundaries
among domains in different systems has its practical signifi-
cance because such measurements can tell us which systems
have more cruel interior competitions than the others. Natu-
rally, the fractal dimension23 is such a measurement. In our
opinion, bus rapid transits and subways can largely decrease
the fractal dimension of a city traffic system by expanding
the transportation among the places with quite high traffic
burden, which then further improve the efficiency of the city
traffic system. With a geometrical language, statistically, the
borderline of a larger area has the lower fractal dimension
than that of a smaller area if they have the same length.
When the target system is inlaid in a metric space, where
each pair of points !resources" is associated with a value
representing some distance between them, the fractal dimen-
sion of the domains or the boundaries in the system can be
estimated through various methods, and correspondingly the
obtained fractal dimensions have different names, such as
Hausdorff dimension,24 Rényi dimension,25 box-counting
dimension,26 and so on. It should be noted that the metric
space is not restricted to be the Euclidean space, e.g., re-
cently Goh et al.27 calculated the box-counting dimension for
several real-world complex networks. However, so far as we
know, there is even lack of a clear definition of boundaries
for discrete domains, not to mention measuring them quan-
titatively. Although Palla et al.28 took notice of the overlaps
among different communities in social and biological net-
works, they mainly focus on constructing corresponding
community networks and proposing several community
properties but not the overlaps themselves. Moreover, even if
the boundaries of the discrete domains are clearly defined, all
of the above methods will lose their effects when the under-
lying metric space of the target system is unknown, which,
however, is quite common in society.

Nowadays, more and more discrete systems are de-
scribed in terms of networks capturing the relationships
among the components they are made of.29,30 Thereinto, dis-
crete domains are always described by bipartite networks,
where each point in a domain set is connected with its col-
lected resources in the corresponding resource set, e.g., a
disease is connected with its related genes,6 a movie is con-
nected with its audiences,7 a music is connected with its
listeners,8 a book is connected with its readers or customers,9

etc. The traditional analysis of bipartite networks is insuffi-
cient because they are always compressed by one-mode pro-
jection in order to directly show the relations among a par-
ticular set of points !domains or resources" or applying the
normal measurements in complex network theory, while the
compression usually means the loss of information.31,32 In
fact, these real-world data sets also provide a wonderful
chance to analyze the boundaries among discrete domains of
different complex systems, which, however, is rarely men-
tioned in the current literature.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
multiorder boundaries are first defined among a group of
discrete domains, which can be considered as a natural gen-
eralization of the boundary defined in the Euclidean space.

At the same time, an optional method is adopted to estimate
their relative fractal dimension. This method then is applied
in analyzing the boundaries among real-world discrete do-
mains of different types in Sec. III. Finally, the paper is sum-
marized in Sec. IV.

II. MULTIORDER BOUNDARIES AMONG DISCRETE
DOMAINS

Traditionally, in topology and mathematics, denoting a
domain by a subset S of a topological space X, its boundary
is defined by the intersection of the closure of S with the
closure of its complement,33 as is represented by

#S = S̄ ! !X \ S" . !1"

When we focus on N different domains in the discrete world,
due to the fact that Si=Si must be satisfied in such a situation,
the boundary of a domain Si can be naturally defined by the
intersection of Si with the union of all the other N−1 do-
mains, as is denoted by

#Si = Si ! % "
j=1,j$i

j=N

Sj& . !2"

In other words, the boundary of a discrete domain is com-
posed of its common points shared with at least one other
domain. For example, in Fig. 1, there are five domains, each
of which is enclosed by a dotted loop. These domains over-
lap with each other and the boundary of the focused domain,
covered by the shadows, contains totally ten points.

More generally, #Si can be considered as the first bound-
ary of domain Si, and its !th boundary then can be defined by

1st boundary

2nd boundary

Focused domain

1

2 3

4

5

6

7
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9

10

FIG. 1. !Color online" The sketch map of the first and the second boundaries
of a focused domain. There are totally five domains enclosed by the dotted
loops, each of which contains several resources denoted as points. Follow-
ing Eqs. !2" and !3", the first boundary of the focused domain contains
totally ten points marked by 1–10 and covered by the shadows whereinto the
second boundary contains only two points, marked by 5 and 6, and enclosed
by the solid loop. When the resources are human being or proteins, there
must be interactions, denoted by solid links, among them. The points as well
as the links form a social or biological network, where the degree of each
point represents its social or biological status to some extent.
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its common points shared with at least other ! domains to-
gether. Particularly, the !th boundary of the domain Si is
denoted by

#!Si = Si ! % "
jk$i

%!
k=1

!

Sjk&& . !3"

When !=1, Eq. !3" equals to Eq. !2". For instance, the fo-
cused domain in Fig. 1 has the second boundary containing
two points enclosed by the solid loop. Following these defi-
nitions, denoting 'S' as the size of the subset S, i.e., the num-
ber of points in the subset S, Eq. !4" must be satisfied,

'#!+1Si' " '#!Si' " 'Si' . !4"

That is, for a particular domain, the boundary of higher order
must not be longer than that of lower order and the boundary
of each order only contains a part of points belonging to the
domain.

Generally, when the set of points is laid in a metric space
where a notion of distance between each two elements is
defined to tell how far they are from each other, the fractal
dimension of the set could be estimated by a box-covering
method. Particularly, if the space is divided up into a grid of
boxes of size # and there are n# boxes of that scale containing
part of the points belonging to the set, the box-counting di-
mension could be defined by

dB = lim
#→0

ln!n#"

ln%1
#
& . !5"

For a network, the covering box is measured by the mini-
mum distance !shortest path length". The minimum distance
between each two points in a network is denoted by the
smallest number of connections included in any path be-
tween them.30 Here, all points in a box are connected by a
minimum distance smaller than the given #,34 and thus the
corresponding box-counting dimension of the network could
be calculated. In this paper, however, the metric space is
considered unknown a priori although the connecting infor-
mation among the tested points is also provided in Sec. III.
In such a situation, the traditional metric based fractal di-
mension methods will lose their effects, and we would like to
propose another more general method to estimate the relative
fractal dimension of the boundaries of different orders just
adopting the domain overlapping information.

Statistically, a larger domain always has longer bound-
aries of different order. And in a d-dimensional topological
space, it can be expected that the relationship between the
size of domain Si and the length of its !th boundary #!Si, i.e.,
the number of points it contains, follows

'Si'1/ds ( '#!Si'1/ds
!
, !6"

where ds denotes the fractal dimension of the domain and ds
!

denotes the fractal dimension of its !th boundary.20,23 In most
cases, Eq. !7" must be satisfied,

ds
! " ds " d . !7"

When 'Si'→$ is allowed, Eq. !7" can be inferred from Eqs.
!4" and !6". In this situation, the dimension is a measurement

of the quantity of a set, i.e., sets of higher dimension must
have larger quantities, in the sense that a surface contains
more points than a line and less points than a solid.35 How-
ever, in the real world when 'Si' is finite, ds

!%ds may be
possible, that is, in some cases, the fractal dimension of the
boundaries may be higher than that of the domain itself. This
is because based on Eq. !6", the dimension can only be used
to measure the incremental rate of the quantity of a set, but
not the absolute quantity.

In fact, Eq. !6" provides an alternative method to calcu-
late the fractal dimension of the boundary. For example,
through analyzing the relationship between the length of the
boundaries and the area of the countries,20 we can estimate
the fractal dimension of the borderlines if we know a priori
that each country is surface filling, i.e., ds=2. However, the
dimension of a discrete domain always keeps unknown or
arguable especially when the underlying metric space is not
clear. In such a situation, only the ratio &!!"=ds

! /ds can be
obtained, as is denoted by

&!!" = ds
!/ds =

ln!'#!Si'"
ln!'Si'"

. !8"

Generally, the relative dimension &!!" will decrease steadily
as ! increases, i.e., higher order boundary usually has lower
dimension. Take a cube with volume equal to a3 for example.
The six faces, the 12 edges, and the eight vertices can be
considered as its first, second, and third boundaries with
length equal to 6a2, 12a, and 8, respectively. Then the rela-
tive dimension of the boundaries of different order can be
calculated by Eq. !8", i.e., &!1"= !ln!6a2"" / ln!a3"=2 /3,
&!2"= !ln!12a"" / ln!a3"=1 /3, and &!3"= !ln!8"" / ln!a3"=0.
Here a→$ just because, in continuous Euclidean space, an
edge, a face, or a cube must contain infinite points. There-
fore, it could be concluded that

&!!" = 1 − !/3, ! = 1,2,3. !9"

Such linear relationship between the relative dimension and
its order can be also revealed in discrete systems. It should
be noted that only when the domains of different systems
have the same fractal dimension, their boundaries can be
compared with each other by &!!".

III. EXPERIMENTS

Here, we gathered human behavior records from
Douban36 database and constructed a friendship network as
well as two different types of discrete domains, i.e., the
hobby domains and the book domains. Douban is a website
providing both social network service and online database
for books, movies, and music. The users are encouraged to
build their friendships on the web, i.e., each user has a mini-
homepage listing his/her online friends. Moreover, user’s ac-
tivities, such as the read books, the seen movies, the listened
music, and the joint hobby groups, are also displayed on the
homepage. The data discussed here were crawled from
Douban’s OpenAPI !Ref. 37" on 18 March 2009 through a
breadth first searching algorithm, and the purpose to do so
had already been submitted to the operator of the website.
Because friendship is mutual, i.e., all the friendship links are
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undirected, we were able to crawl the entire giant
component38 of the friendship network as well as the hobby
domains and the book domains on it. Besides, we also
adopted the well-known human protein-protein network and
the disease domains studied by many other researchers.6 The
basic statistics of the two networks and the three types of
domains are presented in Table I, where we can see that the
average or maximum size of the social domains is much
larger than that of the disease domains. Therefore, it can be
expected that the domain size related statistical properties of
the two types of social domains are more scalable than those
of the biological domains.

The size distribution P!'S'" representing the fraction of
domains with size equal to 'S' for the three types of discrete
domains is shown in Figs. 2!a"–2!c", respectively, and all of
their main parts !regardless of the heavy tails" can be fitted
by a power-law function, i.e., ln!P!'S'""=−' ln!'S'"−(, with
different values of parameters. It should be noted that all the
parameters are determined by fitting the preprocessed !e.g.,
logarithmized" data adopting the method of linear regression
using least squares !the same below". For social domains,
such scale-free property of the domain size may result from
the “herd behavior”39,40 of the resources !here the Douban
users" that the resources are inclined to join in several well-
known domains, e.g., most of the readers like to read popular
books. Moreover, such herd behavior seems to be strength-
ened if there is a limitation on the number of domains that a
resource can join in, e.g., the limitation that each Douban
user can only join in at most 250 hobby domains causes a
smaller power-law exponent ' compared with that of the
book domains. It is reasonable because once such limitation
is imposed, people must be more careful when they select
some social domains to join in !selecting one means losing a
chance to join in another one", and in such a situation, they
may choose the dominant domains with higher probability
than usual in order to get as much information as possible.
However, for the disease domains, this explanation seems a
little strained because there is no evidence indicating that
genes themselves have the ability to select disease domains
to join in. Besides, even if they have such faculty, what does
the herd behavior mean for the genes to join in disease do-
mains? Do the genes benefit from it? There is still lack of
proper answers for these questions.

Based on Eq. !3", the length of the !th boundary of a
domain is defined by the number of its common points
shared with at least other ! domains together, which could be
calculated by designing a simple counting program when the

TABLE I. Several basic statistics of the friendship network and the two
different types of discrete domains, i.e., the hobby domains and the book
domains, derived from the Douban database, as well as those of the protein-
protein network and the disease domains. N is the number of nodes for the
two networks and the number of domains for the three types of domains, )k*
is the average degree for the two networks, )kmax* is the maximum degree
for the two networks, )'S'* is the average size for the three types of domains,
and )'S'max* is the maximum size of the three types of domains.

Basic networks and domains N )k* )kmax* )'S'* )'S'max*

Friendship network 504 912 11.3 1984 ¯ ¯
Hobby domain 91 620 ¯ ¯ 126.2 74 725
Book domain 315 770 ¯ ¯ 27.6 45 970
Protein-protein network 7 533 5.85 176 ¯ ¯
Disease domain 1 284 ¯ ¯ 2.08 41
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FIG. 2. !Color online" The size distributions as well as the respective fitted
lines for !a" the hobby domains, !b" the book domains, and !c" the disease
domains. Denoting N'S' as the number of domains with the size equal to 'S',
each size distribution is divided into two parts, i.e., the main part N'S'%5
and the tail N'S'"5 for the hobby domains and the book domains and the
main part N'S'%1 and the tail N'S'=1 for the disease domains. Because the
statistical property is always not very distinct when there are only a relative
small number of samples, here only the main parts of the distributions
are fitted. It is found that all of the three size distributions can be fitted
by a power-law function, i.e., ln!P!'S'""=−' ln!'S'"−(, with different
parameters.
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domains that each point belongs to were collected a priori.
In particular, the inner points of a domain or its !th boundary
are defined by its private points or its common points shared
with other exact ! domains together. For example, the first
boundary of the focused domain in Fig. 1 has the length
equal to 10 but only has eight inner points. In order to reveal
the relative dimension of the multiorder boundaries of these
real-world discrete domains, we present the relationships be-
tween the length of their !th boundary with different values
of ! and their domain size in Fig. 3 !a1"–!c3", respectively.
Each relationship is log-log plotted and can be linearly fitted
by adopting the method of least squares, that is, each rela-
tionship can be fitted by a power-law function, i.e.,
ln!'#!S'"=&!!"ln!'S'"−)!!", with different values of param-
eters, as is described by Eq. !6". Meanwhile, the correspond-
ing residuals and the mean square errors !MSEs" are also
reported in the figures. More details can be found in Table II
where we can see that although fitting the relationship be-
tween the length of the boundary of higher order and the
domain size always produces a larger MSE, there is indeed a

slight trend that, as expected, the boundary of higher order
has the lower relative dimension. For the hobby domains and
the book domains, such trends are visually shown in Figs.
4!a" and 4!b", respectively. It should be noted that, for the
disease domains, we only provide the fitting results for the
three different values of the boundary order !, i.e., !=1,2 ,3.
This is just because there is only a quite small number
!*100" of genes on the boundaries of higher order, which
makes the corresponding fitting results less credible.

Generally, the boundaries of the hobby domains have the
higher relative dimension &!!" than those of the book do-
mains at each order !. One of the reasons is that the hobby
domains have the much heavier coverage on the resources
!Douban users", i.e., much larger N+ )S*, than the book do-
mains, as is shown in Table I. More carefully, it is found that
the relative boundary dimension &!!" almost decreases lin-
early as the boundary order ! increases for the book domains,
as is shown in Fig. 4!b". Whereas, for the hobby domains,
&!!" presents a heavy tail when !%110, as is shown in Fig.
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FIG. 3. !Color online" The relationships between the length of the !th boundary and the domain size as well as the respective fitted lines. !a" The hobby
domains with !1" !=10, !2" !=100, and !3" !=200. !b" The book domains with !1" !=10, !2" !=100, and !3" !=200. !c" The disease domains with !1" !=1,
!2" !=2, and !3" !=3. All of these relationships can be fitted by a power-law function, i.e., ln!'#!S'"=&!!"ln!'S'"−)!!", with different parameters. Meanwhile,
the corresponding fitted errors !residuals" and the MSEs are also reported.
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4!a". Besides, some lower-order boundaries of the hobby do-
mains have the fractal dimension even higher than that of the
domains themselves. It is fantastic and these abnormal phe-
nomena found in hobby domains may also be attributed to
the limitation on the number of the hobby domains that an
individual can join in. Generally, such limitation encourages
more Douban users to join several well-known hobby do-
mains together, i.e., the enhanced herd behavior, which, on
one hand, makes it possible that the length of the boundaries
increase more quickly than the size of the hobby domains,
i.e., suppose 'Si'% 'Sj', Eq. !10" may be satisfied,

'Si'
'Sj'

*
'#!Si'
'#!Sj'

. !10"

From Eq. !6" we can get that '#!Si'= 'Si'ds
!/ds = 'Si'&!!", then Eq.

!10" can be transferred to Eq. !11" as follows:

'Si'
'Sj'

* % 'Si'
'Sj'

&&!!"

. !11"

Because 'Si'% 'Sj', Eq. !11" means that the relative dimension
&!!"=ds

! /ds may be larger than 1 in some cases. On the other
hand, the enhanced herd behavior actually leads to several
superdomains’ monopolistic possession of resources, which
will increase the length of the boundaries indicating more
cruel competition among them. Such effect may be espe-
cially remarkable when the boundary order ! is relatively
high. As a result, for those higher order boundaries, the rela-
tive dimension &!!" may decrease more slowly as the bound-
ary order ! increases, and thus the heavy tail in Fig. 4!a" is
formed.

In many cases, different resources may have different
values for a system. Traditionally, the value of a resource can
be measured by its rareness, imitability, nonsubstitutability,
and so on.41 Naturally, valuable resources must be the focus
of the competition among many different domains; therefore,
most of them will be centralized on the boundaries. More-
over, it could also be imaged that the resources on the bound-
aries of higher order may be more valuable than those on the
boundaries of lower order. In this paper, the underlying so-
cial or biological network can provide another attribute,
named as scalability, to measure the value of resources quan-
tificationally. For example, when the resources are human
being for the social domains, their values can be reflected by
their social status, which can be further characterized by the
number of their friends, i.e., their degree in the friendship
network. This is because due to the fact that information is
always transferred through friendship links on social net-
works, a social domain containing resources with larger de-
gree at present always means that it can possess more re-
sources in the near future.

It can be validated by analyzing the hobby domains, the
book domains, as well as the friendship network recorded in
Douban database. Denoting the degree of point vi in the
friendship network by ki, the average degree of the inner
points on the !th boundaries, i.e., the points belonging to
exact !+1 domains, then can be calculated by

)k!!"* =
+vi!,!!"ki

',!!"'
, !12"

where ,!!" represents the set of inner points on the !th
boundaries. Interestingly, here the power-law property, i.e.,

TABLE II. Through analyzing three types of different real-world discrete domains, i.e., the hobby domains, the book domains, and the disease domains, it is
revealed that, for each of these three types of domains, the relationship between the length of the !th boundary and the domain size presents the similar
power-law property, i.e., ln!'#!S'"=&!!"ln!'S'"−)!!". The parameters &!!" and )!!" as well as the mean squared error are recorded here. It can be found that,
statistically, the relative dimension &!!" decreases while the )!!" and MSE increase as the boundary order ! increases.

Hobby domain Book domain Disease domain

! &!!" )!!" MSE ! &!!" )!!" MSE ! &!!" )!!" MSE

10 1.0036 0.092 668 0.038 868 10 0.993 87 0.009 403 9 0.035 023 1 0.8472 0.513 68 0.367 44
20 1.0023 0.176 06 0.073 512 20 0.985 07 0.030 624 0.060 467 2 0.788 47 1.0045 0.534 17
30 0.999 18 0.250 12 0.100 62 30 0.975 12 0.054 753 0.082 905 3 0.73 1.5677 0.526 98
40 0.995 0.317 95 0.123 72 40 0.962 62 0.057 09 0.101 01 ¯
50 0.990 29 0.382 73 0.144 15 50 0.951 34 0.081 091 0.119 26 ¯
60 0.985 33 0.446 39 0.162 46 60 0.940 69 0.110 06 0.134 56 ¯
70 0.980 21 0.507 56 0.1781 70 0.928 05 0.117 03 0.147 45 ¯
80 0.975 11 0.569 09 0.192 14 80 0.917 23 0.146 48 0.161 83 ¯
90 0.970 46 0.6338 0.204 63 90 0.906 82 0.1792 0.175 07 ¯

100 0.9662 0.702 05 0.215 62 100 0.894 66 0.188 78 0.184 35 ¯
110 0.961 75 0.769 61 0.226 05 110 0.884 68 0.222 78 0.195 76 ¯
120 0.958 59 0.843 93 0.235 16 120 0.874 84 0.260 29 0.206 64 ¯
130 0.955 42 0.917 38 0.2438 130 0.8642 0.2812 0.215 25 ¯
140 0.9522 0.982 83 0.251 23 140 0.854 31 0.315 22 0.224 63 ¯
150 0.949 77 1.0595 0.258 61 150 0.844 33 0.349 76 0.232 55 ¯
160 0.947 98 1.141 0.266 08 160 0.834 09 0.364 72 0.239 32 ¯
170 0.945 91 1.2208 0.272 12 170 0.825 35 0.401 86 0.248 02 ¯
180 0.945 19 1.3111 0.277 73 180 0.818 14 0.444 22 0.253 83 ¯
190 0.944 16 1.402 0.284 76 190 0.8092 0.463 51 0.259 77 ¯
200 0.943 08 1.4993 0.289 14 200 0.8012 0.499 97 0.266 61 ¯
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ln!)k!!"*"=- ln!!"+., is also revealed for the hobby do-
mains and the book domains with different values of expo-
nents -=0.795 95 and -=0.326 42, as is shown in Figs. 5!a"
and 5!b", respectively. In the same way, denoting N! as the
number of inner points on the !th boundaries, only the main
part N!%5 is fitted. The higher exponent of the hobby do-
mains may suggest that such aggregation of valuable re-
sources on the boundaries of high order is more remarkable
when there is more cruel competition among the target do-
mains. This phenomenon can be explained by a positive
feedback mechanism described as follows: on one hand, an
individual with more friends can acquire information of
more social domains and thus has the chance to join more of
them; on the other hand, once an individual joins more social
domains, he can contact with more strangers and thus has the
chance to make friends with more of them.

IV. CONCLUSION

Real-world domain-resource discrete systems are always
described by bipartite networks, which are further com-
pressed by one-mode projection in order to directly show the
interactions among domains, where a pair of domains is con-
sidered related if they share common resources. Such one-
mode domain networks can figure the global structure of
different domain interaction systems and thus attract many
attentions from various areas. However, the boundaries
among these domains, on which the interactions exactly take
place, are always overlooked.

In the present paper, we first define multiorder bound-
aries among a group of discrete domains sharing common
resources. Then, based on the fact that larger domains always
have longer boundaries, through figuring the relationships
between the length of the boundaries and the domain size,
we inferred the relative dimension of the multiboundaries for
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FIG. 4. !Color online" The relative dimension &!!" as functions of boundary
order ! as well as the fitted lines for !a" the hobby domains and !b" the book
domains. It is revealed that the relative dimension of the boundary almost
decreases linearly as the boundary order increases for the book domains, i.e.,
the corresponding fitted line has the formulation &!!"=−0.001 040 1!
+1.0025 with the MSE=0.002 963 8, while that for the hobby domains
presents a heavy tail when !%110, which may be caused by the limitation
that each Douban user can only join at most 250 hobby domains !when
30"!"110, there is indeed a linear relationship between the boundary
dimension and the boundary order, which is fitted by a line with the formu-
lation &!!"=−0.000 476 67!+1.0138 and the MSE=0.000 333 25".
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FIG. 5. !Color online" The relationships between the average degree k!!" of
the inner points on the !th’ boundaries and the boundary order ! as well as
the fitted lines for !a" the hobby domains and !b" the book domains. Denot-
ing N! as the number of inner points on the !th boundaries, i.e., the points
belonging to exact !+1 domains, each relationship is divided into two parts,
i.e., the main part N!%5 and the tail N!"5. With the same reason, only the
main parts of the relationships are fitted. It is found that both the relation-
ships can be fitted by a power-law function, i.e., ln!)k!!"*"=- ln!!"+., with
different parameters. Meanwhile, the corresponding fitted errors !residuals"
and the MSEs are also reported.
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three types of real-world discrete domains. As expected, the
revealed relative dimension of boundaries presents an ap-
proximately linear decreasing function of their orders. Be-
sides, the revealed power-law social domain size distribution
may be caused by the herd behavior of human being as re-
sources, i.e., people are more likely to join in larger domains.
Interestingly, it seems that such herd behavior of the social
resources can be influenced by some additional input, i.e.,
the artificial limitation on the number of domains that an
individual can join in encourages more individuals to join in
several well-known social domains together, which further
results in longer boundaries indicating more cruel competi-
tions among these domains. This finding suggests that some-
times, the monopolistic possession of resources may increase
the friction among the superpowers, which probably further
cause a shake in society or market. Moreover, the phenom-
enon that the individuals with more social links are always
centralized on the boundaries of higher order may indicate a
positive feedback mechanism in social domain-resource
systems.
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